ADVERTISE WITH IGLTA

THESE EXCLUSIVE PLACEMENTS GIVE YOUR COMPANY THE ATTENTION IT DESERVES IN FRONT OF 43,000 MONTHLY VISITORS FOCUSED ON LGBTQ+ TRAVEL AND RELATED BUSINESSES.

A  BOX ADS - UPPER AND LOWER
This campaign consists of either one upper box ad or one lower box ad, on the homepage and most interior pages of www.iglta.org
Availability is limited – only 20 offered per year.
**AD DIMENSION:** 450p x 450p
**UPPER BOX PRICE:** $5,950  
**LOWER BOX PRICE:** $3,500

B  SKYSCRAPER
This campaign consists of a vertical skyscraper on the homepage and on most interior pages of www.iglta.org
Availability is limited – only 20 offered per year.
**AD DIMENSION:** 240p x 960p
**PRICE:** $4,950

C  BANNER AD
This campaign consists of a horizontal format banner on select interior pages of www.iglta.org
Availability is limited – only 20 offered per year.
**AD DIMENSION:** 1200p x 150p
**PRICE:** $2,950

IGLTA members get a 10% discount on all positions

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES, CONTACT OUR PUBLISHING PARTNER MULTIVIEW AT

+1.972.402.7070
web.sales@iglta.org